Host gene_vtrek:
:: BEGIN MISSION :: BEGIN MISSION ::
Morovitch:
::getting nervous of gavels::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@:: Grabbing some wire cable to tie the Klingon :: Rand : Could you sedate him I don't want to hear begging to be kill and not held prisonner  <Sadistic smile>
net-knight:
Captain: I have a shot sir. We can fire all weapons at the Bird of Prey's weakest point. There is a 60% chance the Klingon vessel would be detroyed.
Morovitch:
::At Ops, trying to slave Engineering to his console::
net-knight:
captain: Awaiting your orders Sir
Host gene_vtrek:
:: sees the smoking helm panel :: Hawke, tie helm to your panel.
vfailor:
@::rigs her phaser to a multiphasic unit::
lonacher:
<Ensign Matthews>:  sedate the Klingon, but I don't want him out
Host gene_vtrek:
Sergei, your first priority is to get the engines under control.
Morovitch:
::Ens. Vicenti on route to sickbay::
net-knight:
::keying in commands to helm to control from tactical::
Host gene_vtrek:
Hawke, do it.
Host gene_vtrek:
Fire at your discretion.
Morovitch:
Aye, sir.  On it.
net-knight:
captain: aye, sir. I am tied in to Flight control
Host gene_vtrek:
<AWAY TEAM remember to use @.>
Chad_vtrek has joined the conversation.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Do you want me to pursui the Klingon or do we try to break in ths cancelled room ??
net-knight:
::firing all phasers and torpedoes at the BOP;;
vfailor:
@::lays down an explosive cover fire that knocks down the remaining three Klingons::
Morovitch:
CO: Sir, impulse coming back on line.  No warp yet.  That'll take a lot of work.
Host gene_vtrek:
ACTION: The Bird of Prey takes a very severe hit, breaching its shields.
lonacher:
@Langelot: we have one captive now; we need more information at the moment
vfailor:
@Langelot: I have disabled the Klingons, work on the door.
net-knight:
Capt: Sir, the Kliongon shield sare down
Host gene_vtrek:
Mr. Morovitch, we need warp. Priority to weapons and shields.
lonacher:
@Langelot:  proceed with questioning
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : So I guess that means the door ... ??
vfailor:
@::hurries over to door::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Ok sir ... :: turning to the Klingon ::
lonacher:
@Langelot: you read my mind
Host gene_vtrek:
Mr. Hawke and Mr. Morovitch, while Mr. Morovitch is handling Engineering, you'll take communications.
Morovitch:
::Works furiously to raise secondary shielding and balance the warp reactions in the core::
Host gene_vtrek:
In this case, Hawke: hail them.
vfailor:
@::moves over to door::
net-knight:
::keying in commands to bring the Fearless around for another shot::
net-knight:
capt: aye, sir
lonacher:
@Tress: as did you; keep an eye out for the one remaining Klingon
Host gene_vtrek:
Ensign Hawke: alert the HoD of the vessel that we're locked in. Let's see what we get.
net-knight:
com: This is the Federation vessel, USS FEARLESS. ::awaiting response::
vfailor:
@Rand: That last blast got the rest of em'
Morovitch:
CO: Secondary shields coming on line, still working on warp.
lonacher:
@Tress: good work, Ensign!!
net-knight:
COM: We are locked onto you with all weapons and prepared to fire. 
vfailor:
@::rips open door panelling and begins to work on lock::
lonacher:
@Tress: secure the area; we don't need any more surprises til we know what we're doing with
net-knight:
::locking all weapons on the BOP to complete the charade::
Host gene_vtrek:
HOD DURTHAK: *Fearless* To die in battle is to die with honor!
Morovitch:
*Ens. D.U. Fuss*  Fuss, get suited up, you're going to have to get into main engineering.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: raising an eyebrow :: Suggestions, Morovitch, Hawke?
Morovitch:
<Fuss> *Morovitch* Sir?  Okay.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Sir I suggest Tress try to breach the door while I question the Klingon but as Security Officer I want to be the first one to step in the room if she succed in opening it !
lonacher:
@Langelot:  Take precautions in questioning the prisoner; we need him alive!!
vfailor:
@Rand:  I almost have this door, Sir.  Perhaps Ensign Morovitch would be a better selection for that job
lonacher:
::takes a second to check on state of Dr. Vesely::  
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Aye Sir 
Morovitch:
CO:  An idea.  Vent the warp plasma and ignite it.  The flash should blind them just long enough to get in another good shot.
lonacher:
@::notes that the Dr's condition is relatively stable::
lonacher:
@:: turns her attention to the Commander::
net-knight:
capt: Sir. We can take them out. they know that I suggest we require their immediate surrender
Host gene_vtrek:
Sergei, we have the upper hand at this point. The question is, do we blow them away, or do we make a resolution.
vfailor:
@Rand: Dr., I have the lock disabled, I will open on your command
Host gene_vtrek:
Hawke, I'll handle this directly.
Morovitch:
Hawke: I doubt they'll surrender.  Disable them for now.  We don't know if they're alone.
lonacher:
@Tress: excellent, I'll let you know when
net-knight:
capt: aye, sir
lonacher:
::notes that the commander is unconscious, but also stable::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@:: Kneeling near the Klingon head :: Hey buddie .... If you want me to allow you Hegh'Bat you should talk to me .....
Host gene_vtrek:
:: looks at the screen :: HoD Durthak, if death is your wish, we'll accommodate you. However, we do not have a quarrel with you.
net-knight:
::calculating a shot that would disbale yet not destroy the Klingon vessel.::
lonacher:
@::instructs medical assistants to monitor the casualties::  Ratliff, Barrett: if there's a change, contact me immediately
Morovitch:
::Mutters::  And the horse you rode in on.
Host gene_vtrek:
Durthak: *Fearless*  Our quarrel is not with the Federation, either. We seek our former employers.
lonacher:
@::looks at Langelot and the Klingon::  Ensign: got this one under control?
Host gene_vtrek:
Durthak: *Fearless* Humans. Who were here.
Morovitch:
<Fuss>  ::Struggles into space suit and beams into Main Engineering::
vfailor:
@Rand:  Sir, I can not hold this much longer.  The backup locking system will engage any second
Host gene_vtrek:
*Durthak* Perhaps our purposes are aligned then.
net-knight:
::quietly:: Ensing MOrovitch, check the readings I am sending your station. Can you determine a shot that would disable those warp engines?
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Sir , According to the Klingon they have nothing to do with the attack of the station .... they were there to "borrow the latest reserach files ....
Bill_vTrek has left the conversation.
lonacher:
@Tress:  then let's do it.........
Morovitch:
Hawke:  Hold on a sec, I'm trying to stabilize the warp core.
net-knight:
Capt: suggestion Sir
lonacher:
@::grins at Langelot:: eh, they thought this was the library then???
Host gene_vtrek:
Durthak: *Fearless* You have stood against us. There will be no alliance. Know this, however: the Sons of Khan will pay for what they have done.
vfailor:
@::wiggles fingers, door rolls open::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Ok sir ... let's enter there .... ::head to the door and motion tress to take cover ::
Host gene_vtrek:
ACTION: The BOP breaks suddenly towards the edge of the system.
Host gene_vtrek:
ACTION: Communications clear up.
net-knight:
capt: shall I let them Go sir?>
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Ready to enter the room sir .
Morovitch:
<Fuss> *Moro*  Sir, I think I can reconnect the plasma conduits.  I think that's all that's wrong down here.  Aside from the hole, I mean.
Host gene_vtrek:
Hawke, for now. Do you think we could track their signature?
vfailor:
@::assumes defensive position at the edge of door::
net-knight:
*commander Urusei* : This is the Fearless, report please
Morovitch:
Sons of Khan?
lonacher:
COM *Bridge* We have two casualties to beam to Sick Bay immediately....the Commander and Dr. Vesely
vfailor:
@:: Peaks head around door and scans for life signs::
net-knight:
capt: yes I can probably link one of the probes we have out there to follow it if we act immediately
Host gene_vtrek:
Indeed, Mr. Morovitch. Perhaps the Away Team has more information for us.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@:: Slide the door manually :: Tress ; <w> Cover me !
lonacher:
@AT: Hold your positions
Host gene_vtrek:
Morovitch, beam up the Away Team per the Doctor's request.
Morovitch:
Beam them over, sir?
lonacher:
@*bridge*  Rand here.  The Commander is injured
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@:: Back up from the door :: Rand : Sir ?
vfailor:
@Langelot: no life signs in the room, Ensign
lonacher:
as is Dr. Veseley
Host gene_vtrek:
Hawke, stand down red alert, go to condition yellow.
net-knight:
Capt: are there any remaining Klingons on bord the station?
net-knight:
Capt: aye sir
Morovitch:
::Instructs TR1, who beams the Commander and Dr. Hoozits to sickbay.
Morovitch:
::shimmershimmershimmer::
net-knight:
::changing alert status from red to yellow::
Host gene_vtrek:
Hawke, launch your tracking probe discreetly.
lonacher:
@*Bridge* we also have a Klingon captive
vfailor:
@Langelot: Activate the emergency lighting in the DNA bank
Morovitch:
<Fuss> *Moro* I have the conduits reconnected, sir.  Try it now.
lonacher:
@we'd like to beam him aboard also, he is sedated
net-knight:
capt: aye sir :: with a cold hearted smile he launches two probes to chase the BOP::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Tress : Aye .... Activating ... now ... !
Morovitch:
CO: Sir, I think we have warp now.
Chad_vtrek has left the conversation.
net-knight:
Capt: probes away sir, they are following in the wake of the Klingon vessel
lonacher:
@*bridge*  we've gained no information from him as yet, but perhaps you all can do better
Host gene_vtrek:
Ensign Hawke, keep us posted of any course changes.
vfailor:
@::enters the DNA library::
lonacher:
@::catches up with the rest of the AT::
net-knight:
Capt: their warp engines were damaged and they should not be able to outrun the probes, especially if they switch to cloaking. that will drain them significantly
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@:: Follows Tress and scan around to secure the room ::
Morovitch:
*Fuss* Stay down there and see if you can repair the breach.  See if you can get the Structural Integrity fields working.
Host gene_vtrek:
Excellent work, Mr. Hawke.
net-knight:
capt: ::shocked:: th...thank you, Sir
Morovitch:
<Fuss>  *Moro*  Yes, sir.
Morovitch:
::Beams AT back, shimmershimmershimmer::
vfailor:
no!
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Sir , there is a timed device set to explode in 1mn.3sec sir I suggest emergency beaming !!!!
net-knight:
*ensign Fielding* report to the bridge immediately
lonacher:
@*Bridge* We;'ve located a timed device; request that it be beamed off station ASAP
vfailor:
@Rand: I can access the Library and search for the most recent files taken
lonacher:
@Tress: acknowledged; proceed
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@ Rand : I'll stay here to try disarm it for a min if unsuccessfull I'll beam back !
Host gene_vtrek:
Morovitch, beam off the device.
vfailor:
@Rand: Aye sir
Host gene_vtrek:
Hawke, what is the status of flight control?
net-knight:
::a very young ensign walks off the TL and approaches Tactical::
vfailor:
@::fingers fly across the console::
net-knight:
capt: I am about to work on that sir. I have control routed through tactical
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@*Moro* Can you get a lock onto this device ??
Morovitch:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::Locks onto device and beams it away from everyone::
Morovitch:
::Shimmer::
lonacher:
@Tress:  Can you configure the library so we can access it from the Fearless?
net-knight:
<fielding> hawke: Sir, I am reporting as ordered.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Area Secured sir .... Tress can dive in the files if she wants to !
Morovitch:
CO: Sir, ready to beam AT on your order.
vfailor:
@Rand:  Sir, it would take days to decifer the signatures necessary to decode the sequencing]
lonacher:
@Langelot: acknowledged
Host gene_vtrek:
Morovitch, stand by for Doctor Rand's order to beam up.
net-knight:
fielding: take tactical and continue monitoring the longe range probes. inform me of any changes in the course of the vessel
lonacher:
@Tress: recommendations?
net-knight:
<fielding> Aye, sir.
vfailor:
@Rand:  I have the files, no worries, Sir  ::grin::
Morovitch:
<Fuss>  ::Somehow manages to use force fields to patch hole and re-pressurizes Main Engineering::
Host gene_vtrek:
Morovitch, what is our best speed in our damaged condition?
lonacher:
@::grins at Tress::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
@Rand : Ready to beam sir ... nothing else to do here !
vfailor:
@::downloads files into tricorder::
Morovitch:
CO: sir, I'd not recommend above Warp 3.2 right now.  Any more, and we could have the breach blow again.
lonacher:
@*Bridge*:  AT ready to beam up, Sergei
net-knight:
::working on diagnostic check of FLight control systems. walks over to Flight station and looks at the fire damaged controls hopelessly
Morovitch:
*Rand* Okay.  ::Beams AT back::
Morovitch:
::shimmershimmershimmer::
Host gene_vtrek:
Morovitch, we'll need at least warp five in ten minutes.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Materialize in TR3::
lonacher:
*Captain*  AT safely aboard sir.........
Morovitch:
CO: Fuss is working on it, sir.  We lost many good engineers down there.
Host gene_vtrek:
Away Team, report to the ready room.
lonacher:
with the DNA files
lonacher:
::enters Turbo Lift::
lonacher:
::holds the door for AT::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Heading to the turbolift and let Doctor Rand enter First ::
Host gene_vtrek:
Morovitch, you have the bridge. Mr. Hawke, we'll need your input. :: heads towards ready room ::
net-knight:
*engineering* this is Ensign Hawke, request repair techs to the bridge. This is a priority request 
Morovitch:
<Fuss>  ::Continues diagnostics of warp core::
lonacher:
::TL door swooshes shut::
net-knight:
::leaving the Flight station in the hands of engineers, he thankfully steps towards the ready room::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Turbolift : Bridge
Host gene_vtrek:
:: enters Ready Room and waits for the officers to assemble ::
Morovitch:
Aye, sir.  ::Moves to The Chair::
lonacher:
<TL>  Ready Room
net-knight:
::walks into ready room quietly::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: notices the generally damaged condition of the ready room ::
lonacher:
::exits TL::
vfailor:
::walks into ready room::
lonacher:
::holds door again::
lonacher:
::enters ready room::
net-knight:
::standing just behind the other officers. in the shadows::
vfailor:
::reading tricorder and studying files::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: sits ::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Enter ready rooms grins at Rand and hold HER the door ::
Host gene_vtrek:
First things first. Doctor: status of Commander Urusei?
vfailor:
::frowns::
Morovitch:
::Brings up Super-Ops displays and starts assessing damage::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Take a seat ::
lonacher:
Captain:  My reports from sick bay indicate that she is stable and in good condition
Host gene_vtrek:
And Doctor Vesely?
net-knight:
::quietly observing the status of the crew members from the away team taking notice of their stability and level headedness::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: looks towards Langelot :: I understand that we have captured a Klingon...?
lonacher:
Captain:  His condition is stabilized, though a bit more serious than the commanders
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Yes sir ... and if I can ...
Morovitch:
<DU Fuss>  *Moro*  Sir, I think I've got the warp core working better.  Request some help, sir?
Host gene_vtrek:
Doctor, is it dangerous to awaken Vesely?
lonacher:
Captain: I think it is safe to attempt it
net-knight:
::engineers arrive on the bridge and begin work on the FLight Control station::
Morovitch:
*Fuss*  I'm sending you some.  ::Dispatches repair crews::
Host gene_vtrek:
We'll consider it momentarily, Doctor. Langelot... you were saying?
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : I saw a klingon running away .... does not look like Klingon behaviour he was certainly taking something away ...
Morovitch:
::Ens Luijo Vicenti in Sickbay with burns::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Can we track their ship ??
lonacher:
Captain: I think it is advisable to attempt bringing the Dr to consciousness....
Host gene_vtrek:
Hmm. Noted, Mr. Langelot.
Host gene_vtrek:
Ensign Tress, your analysis of what you saw aboard the station?
Morovitch:
*Captain*  Sir, Engineering reports that we are up to Warp 5 capability.  We can't do any better than that until we get that hull breach fixed.
Host gene_vtrek:
Was the genetic library compromised?
vfailor:
::links tricorder to central display and approaches the screen::
Host gene_vtrek:
*Bridge* Do what you can, Ensign.
vfailor:
CO:  Sir the library was just as we suspected
Morovitch:
*CO* Aye, sir.
net-knight:
<ensign Fielding> *hawke* : Sir, the Klingon ship has stopped moving. Orders?
vfailor:
CO:  A library of DNA samples from various species and lineages
net-knight:
::tapping his comm pin:: fielding: are you sure it has stopped?
vfailor:
CO: Most of the DNA was intact but three samples were missing
Morovitch:
Ens. Fielding:  Ensign, I have the bridge.  You ask me.
Host gene_vtrek:
The samples?
lonacher:
::watching over Tress's shoulder at the screen display::
Morovitch:
*CO* Sir, the Klingon vessel has stopped moving.  Orders, sir?
net-knight:
<fielding> I am sorry sir....i ....i..... i .,.. just wanted to follow orders
Chad_vtrek has joined the conversation.
vfailor:
CO:  I am afraid that they were ancient DNA samples taken from a Bat-liff of Khan
net-knight:
<fielding> ::looking sheepish and like a beaten puppy::
Host gene_vtrek:
*Bridge* Monitor their movements, but pursuit is not yet a possibility. We need a course to follow, so merely track them.
Morovitch:
Fielding:  It's all right.  The chain of command, most captains are sticklers for it. ::Forgiving smile::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Turning White faced :: Captain : Permission to report to sick bay ??
lonacher:
Tress:  Khan?
vfailor:
CO: The other two are as of yet unidetified
net-knight:
<fielding> ::still sweating....:: sorry Sir, it won't happen again
Morovitch:
*CO* Aye, sir.  Tracking them now.
Chad_vtrek has left the conversation.
Host gene_vtrek:
Ensign Tress: What is your analysis of the abduction of the DNA material?
Host gene_vtrek:
:: looks at Langelot :: Ensign? Do you not feel well?
Morovitch:
Fielding:  Don't worry about it.  Just start tracking them, don't follow.
net-knight:
<fielding> MORO:aye sir
vfailor:
CO:  I have acessed the latest reported experiments being conducted by the Klingons
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : I have a dislocated jaw .... it's a little painfull and makes me dizzy ... sorry sir ...
Morovitch:
<Fuss>  ::Repair crews flood in, and relieve a very worried Fuss::
net-knight:
::steps from the shadows:: Capt: shall I assist Mr. Langelot to sick bay?
Host gene_vtrek:
:: raises an eyebrow at the Doctor :: We'll dismiss momentarily. Attention to orders, all senior officers. (Including the bridge).
lonacher:
::speaks in a low voice:: *Sick Bay*  any updates in the status of our patients?
vfailor:
CO:  It appears that they are working on developing a cloning technology that would enable them to resurrect a clone of Khan from as little as four DNA strands
Morovitch:
::Looks up from Master Control::
Host gene_vtrek:
Engineering: we need our shields and warp output at least at 75%.
net-knight:
::wondering who the hell is this Khan fellow::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Try to snap at attention but began to faint ::
Host gene_vtrek:
Langelot, you're to report to Sick Bay with the Doctor. I'll be joining both of you shortly.
net-knight:
Capt: may I have a word?
lonacher:
::supports Langelot::  Come with me, Ensign; we'll take care of that
Morovitch:
<Main Engineering> *CO* Sir, you have shields at 100% now, warp power at 78%, but only Warp 5.
vfailor:
CO: The blood sample taken would have contained approxiamately 4 million
Host gene_vtrek:
Ensign Tress: I want you to research everything you can for "Sons of Khan".
net-knight:
capt: privately
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Thanks sssss...... :: Fall down ::
Host gene_vtrek:
Momentarily, Hawke. Currently, I'm issuing orders.
vfailor:
CO:  Yes sir
net-knight:
capt: understood
lonacher:
::exits Ready Room, helping Langelot along::
Host gene_vtrek:
Mr. Hawke, you'll have the bridge, and I need you and science to construct a course to follow the Klingon ship.
Host gene_vtrek:
Dismissed.
lonacher:
::enters TL, heads toward Sick Bay::
vfailor:
::reports to ship's database::
net-knight:
capt: Aye sir
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Half walking half carried by Rand ::
Host gene_vtrek:
Mr. Hawke, you have your moment.
Morovitch:
::Moves back to Ops, still keeping an eye on everything.::
lonacher:
::enters Sick Bay::
net-knight:
::seeing everyone has left. looks down to the ground::
Morovitch:
CO: Sir, we're still tracking the Klingons, they haven't budged yet.
net-knight:
capt: I must apologize sir. My behaviour and repeated requests to beam the away team back were in direct contradiction to your stated orders
Host gene_vtrek:
*Morovitch* Stand by for further orders.
vfailor:
::researches::
lonacher:
::helps Langelot to a sickbed; administers hypospray of pain medication
Host gene_vtrek:
Ensign Hawke, your concern for your crew is not to be apologized for.
Host gene_vtrek:
Is that clear?
net-knight:
capt: Thank you sir. Crysatl clear, SIR
net-knight:
::looks up into the eyes of his captain, searching::
Host gene_vtrek:
You are dismissed. Take the bridge while I discuss the situation with Doctor Vesely.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: stands and heads towards door ::
lonacher:
::watches Langelot feel a whole lot better::
net-knight:
capt: aye  Sir. ::turns crisply and steps back onto the bridge
lonacher:
::heads to Vesely's side::
net-knight:
::reaching the door, pauses:: Capt: shall I tell Ensign Morovitch anything?
Host gene_vtrek:
I'll tell him, Ensign.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Rand : Doctor ... could you replace this #$%#^% jaw at its right position I feel like having a chewing gum lower jaw ...
lonacher:
::scans with medical tricorder, decides its safe to try a rescusitive drug series::
net-knight:
capt: aye sir ::feeling stupid again briefly::
Host gene_vtrek:
*Morovitch* Mr. Hawke will take the bridge. Your priority is the ship's systems: all vital systems should be at 75% as soon as possible.
Morovitch:
::Talking to engineers::  Well cannot you slap some sort of a patch on  it?  We need more than Warp 5 and we are needing it now!
lonacher:
::looks over her shoulder at Langelot::
Host gene_vtrek:
:; proceeds to the Turbolift ::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Stare at Rand ::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: enters TL :: Sick Bay.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: TL moves and arrives on Medical Deck ::
lonacher:
<Matthews>:  Do something about Langelots jaw, will you?  Set it please.......
Morovitch:
*Captain*  Aye, sir.  As soon as the engineers seal the breach we will be ready to go.
net-knight:
::steps onto the bridge and approaches the science station::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: exits TL and proceeds towards Sick Bay ::
lonacher:
::monitors Vesely's condition::
Morovitch:
::Motions to Big Chair::  All your, Kyle.  ::Goes back to arguing with stupid engineers::
lonacher:
<Matthews> Doctor: Aye, sir  ::moves over to Langelot::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Matthews put Langelot's jaw back in place ::
Host gene_vtrek:
*Morovitch* Very well, Mr. Morovitch. Note that while Ensign Hawke has the bridge, status reports should go to him; he'll inform me of anything that requires my attention.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: enters Sick Bay :: Doctor?
Philip_Thibaudeau:
OUCH ! .... Well ... Thank You Matthew .....
vfailor:
CO:  Sir I have the information on the sons of Khan.  They are a Terran cult that have arisen  in the frontier worlds.  Their mission is to create a super race through genetic engineering and eugenics.  They have caused some minor problems in the frontier worlds, but nothing to severe as of yet.  Our knowledge of them is quite limited.  They often salvage old war vessels and renovate them for their personal needs.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: looks over at the setting of Langelot's jaw ::
lonacher:
Captain:  Sir, I'm over here with Dr. Vesely
net-knight:
*tress* : Ensign Tress Sura, This is ensign Hawke. The captain has asked me to work with you on something. Are you currently involved with something or can you report to the bridge?
Morovitch:
*CO* Of course, sir.  ::wonders about obvious question::
lonacher:
Captain:  I am attempting to awaken Dr. Vesely now, sir
vfailor:
*Hawke*: on my way
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Matthew : Well seems everything is back ... Thanks Again ...
Host gene_vtrek:
*Science* Thank you for the information, Ensign. If that's the case, they'll probably waste no time in using the genetic material. Concentrate on establishing a course from Hawke's probe readings.
net-knight:
::looks at Morovitch. The hulking man could be a good friend...::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Step up from medbed ::
lonacher:
<Matthews>:  now that you've taken care of Langelot, check on the Commander.......
vfailor:
::enters bridge::
Morovitch:
Hawke:  Engineering is working on patching the hull breach right now.  Shields are at maximum, all weapons ready, and they are getting warp power up to speed.  If they know what is good for them, they will hurry with that patch.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: looks at Doctor Vesely :: Ensign Rand, what is his status?
vfailor:
Hawke:  So Chief, how can I be of assistance
net-knight:
::punching up data from the probes and accessing navigational data. crossrefeerencing::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Permission to get to the detention area ... I'd like to question the Klingon.
lonacher:
Captain:  He is stable; I'm waiting on the resuscitive drug series to take effect
net-knight:
moro: excellent work, ensign. let me know when it is complete
Morovitch:
Hawke:  The Klingons have not moved yet.
lonacher:
It should be any minute now, sir
Host gene_vtrek:
Ah, he's coming to now.
Host gene_vtrek:
Langelot, stand by, I'd like to be there.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Aye Sir !
lonacher:
<Vesely> ::tosses and turns::
Host gene_vtrek:
ACTION: :: Doctor Vesely wakes ::
net-knight:
tress: thank you for coming. take a look at these readings I am getting from the probe
Host gene_vtrek:
Vesely: :: disoriented :: Where am I?
vfailor:
::walks over to science console::
net-knight:
::indicating the science station monitors::
lonacher:
Captain: The Doctor is awake, sir
Host gene_vtrek:
Rand, has he suffered a concussion? Or is this normal?
lonacher:
Vesely:  It's alright, you're aboard the USS Fearless
vfailor:
Hawke:  Are these the probes sent to track the BOP
lonacher:
Captain: yes, it will take a few minutes for him to regain his orientation
Host gene_vtrek:
Vesely: :: a little relieved :: Ah, you've answered our calls... the other ship... the Furious... she's been captured... by those madmen!
vfailor:
::eyes dart across the console, analying the data::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: Vesely looks very distressed ::
lonacher:
::looks at the Captain::
net-knight:
tress: correct, ensign. they were designe dto recognize the emmissions of the cloaked ship
lonacher:
Doctor:  Calm yourself.......tell us what happened...you're safe now
net-knight:
tress: I think they stopped not only for repairs, but for something else.
Host gene_vtrek:
Vesely: You've got to stop them! They're going to clone him!! 
Host gene_vtrek:
:: Vesely goes into shock ::
vfailor:
Hawke:  I see, was their cloaking device damaged in the battle?
Morovitch:
::Busy little engineers work away....::
lonacher:
::restrains Vesely::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Step in Dr Vesely's eyesight to confirm Rand's talk ::
net-knight:
tress: their warp engines were damaged, their cloak is functioning intermittently, which seems to release more of the radiation our probes are tracking
Host gene_vtrek:
Doctor, if he requires rest, put him under.
net-knight:
::engineers complete repairs to flight control. it may not look pretty but it is fully functional again::
Morovitch:
::Warp power increases to 83%::
lonacher:
Captain: Agreed sir
Host gene_vtrek:
:; looks at Langelot and Rand :: Now for the Klingon.
lonacher:
::sedates the Doctor::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Aye 
Host gene_vtrek:
Langelot, I trust he's secured...?
Host gene_vtrek:
Do you speak Klingonese?
net-knight:
<engineer> hawke: Sir, Flight control is operational.
lonacher:
Captain: you wish me to attend, sir?
vfailor:
Hawke:  Great.  They will be leaking tetryon particles.  We can just follow the trail to their coordinates
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : He is in a cell sealed by an restraining field ...
Host gene_vtrek:
Yes, Doctor. Langelot, lead on.
Morovitch:
Hawke:  How about we rig some photons to track that trail?  Long-range strike capability, no?
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Nos sir but we are lucky he speaks perfectly our language.
net-knight:
engineers: good work, see if you can assist Mr. Morovitch
lonacher:
::gathers medical supplies::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Heading to TL ::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: follows Langelot ::
Morovitch:
Engineers:  Get to Engineering and help out down there.
vfailor:
::smiles to Hawke::
lonacher:
::follows Langelot and the Captain::
net-knight:
moro: good thought, but we need to focus our efforts on things we KNOW will work
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Enter the TL :: Captain : ... Sir ?
Morovitch:
::shrugs::  Just an idea.  Not important now, anyway.
vfailor:
Hawke:  Are we working on locating them or destroying them?
Morovitch:
Besides, they are sitting ducks.
net-knight:
tress: what do you make of this system they stopped in. are there any class M planets?
Host gene_vtrek:
Yes, Ensign Langelot?
lonacher:
::enters TL::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : I've heard you speak Klingonese very fluently ... maybe it would impress him if you interrogate him in Klingon.
vfailor:
::punches up data on console::
Host gene_vtrek:
We'll see, Ensign.
net-knight:
tress: we have them pretty well located, we need to find out what they are up to and rig a method to track them if they repair and try to go to warp
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : Aye Sir ...
Host gene_vtrek:
Have we arrived?
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Yes Sir Detention area 123.3 Cell 45
Morovitch:
Hawke:  The engineers have patched the breach.  We can do Warp 7 now, but we'll have to put in for further repairs if we want more.
vfailor:
Hawke:  I have twol M class planets in the sector.
Host gene_vtrek:
'Iw vIQtIqDaq bIlengjaj, Lagh Lanjeloq.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: grins ::
lonacher:
::exits TL::
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Starring at the Captain ::
lonacher:
::remembers that she always hated the detention area::
net-knight:
*capt* Bridge here, Ensign Hawke
net-knight:
moro: I will inform the captain
Host gene_vtrek:
"May you travel the river of blood, Ensign Langelot." Not a bad language to pick up when dealing with pirates.
vfailor:
Hawke:  Both are outposts for the Alpha quadrant shipping routes.  Trading posts if you will...
Morovitch:
Hawke: Of course.
lonacher:
Sir, a lovely thought that
net-knight:
moro: meanwhile get all otehr battle systems online and fully operational if possible
Host gene_vtrek:
Doctor, that type of comment in Klingonese is a high honor.
Morovitch:
Hawke: They already are.  We can go at any time.  Baba Yaga is one tough old grandma!
net-knight:
tress: I thought that was right, I smell something fishy there.
lonacher:
Sir: really...  I didn't know....
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Captain : If you say so ....
net-knight:
COMPUTER: locate the captain
Host gene_vtrek:
ACTION: The trio arrives at the detention cell.
net-knight:
<computer> the captain is in detention nearing cell 123.3
vfailor:
Hawke:  We could send a subspace Tachyon pulse to the coordinates of the BOP.  The tachyons would infiltrate the warp core.  We could lock on to that signiture and we would have ourselves a nice little tracking device.
Host gene_vtrek:
You should hear the ephitets, Ensign Langelot. They're something else.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
Capatin : I can Just imagine :: Half smiling ::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: the Klingon stands ::
lonacher:
::hides a smile::
net-knight:
tress: wonderful idea, ensign. Is there any chance they could reverse track back to us?
Host gene_vtrek:
Klingon: jIjatlhpa' jatlh Hovmey, HoD tera'gnan.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Check force filed status :: Captain : No problem the cell is secured
Host gene_vtrek:
"The stars will talk before I will, Human Captain."
net-knight:
moro: we are about to lock onto that ship in a more permanent fashion. what warp are we capable of?
lonacher:
::watches the Captain for his reaction::
Morovitch:
Hawke:  Warp power now at 96%. That will have to do for now.
Philip_Thibaudeau:
:: Spies the Captain's behaviour ::
net-knight:
moro: that is better than any other crew would have gotten in this amount of time, good work.
Host gene_vtrek:
Klingon, we know that the Sons of Khan were after the DNA material.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: WE'LL PAUSE IN ONE MINUTE ::
Morovitch:
Hawke:  Thank the engineers.  They're a good bunch.
vfailor:
Hawke:  Tachyon activity has increased due to both breaches of our warp cores.  It is unlikely they will suspect anything.  I can send the pulse at various intervals to try and cover our tracks
Host gene_vtrek:
Klingon: :: in Fed Standard :: That may or may not be, human.
net-knight:
tress: make it so. I trust you will do it carefully and inconspicuously
Host gene_vtrek:
Klingon, since you were captured, you have been dishonored. However, if you cooperate, we can corroborate a more honorable scenario?
net-knight:
computer: is the captain with any other senior officeers?
vfailor:
Hawke:  If anybody can, it's me sir::devilish smile::
net-knight:
<computer> he is with ensign rand and langelot
Host gene_vtrek:
Klingon: Go on, HoD.
Host gene_vtrek:
:: PAUSE MISSION ::
net-knight:
::returns tress' smile:: I am sure you are right
Host gene_vtrek:
:: PAUSE MISSION ::
Host gene_vtrek:
:: PAUSE MISSION ::


